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Perspectives

Nonribosomal peptides and polyketides are a diverse group of secondary metabo-
lites with complex chemical structures and enormous pharmaceutical potential. The
rapid progress in sequencing technologies has promoted the development of ad-
vanced software that can be used in genome mining to identify genes involved in
the biosynthesis of natural products. After in silico analysis, the strain collection
was subjected to metabolite and bioactivity profiling (Figure A.3). Targeted gene
inactivation allows for linking genes encoding the biosynthetic enzymes to the de-
tected metabolites. Further optimization to boost the yield of metabolite formation
may be achieved by supplying the cells with particular precursors.
However, the natural reserves of this filamentous fungus have thus far not been
explored to its full potential. The various secondary metabolites pathways have
evolved by natural selection in the native ecological habitats and likely help to con-
trol and protect the cells. Thus, of major interest is the elucidation of the function
of secondary metabolites-encoding genes that are either cryptic or poorly expressed
under traditional laboratory conditions, which likely vastly differs from the natural
environment. In order to tap into this reservoir, the available bioinformatics tools
should continue to be developed by enriching the current software by including
the physical-chemical cues triggering the gene cluster activation. The prospects for
NRPS encoding genes discussed in Chapter 7 would be to integrate genetic strategies
with specific conditions of biosynthesis. Successful combination of strategies was
presented in Chapter 5: the exclusive circumstances -iron deficient conditions- were
enacted, followed by targeted gene inactivation, which allowed for the elucidation of
key enzymatic steps in the siderophores production and higher efflux of biosynthetic
metabolites could ultimately be determined. However, while the access to a particu-
lar element can lead to activation of certain pathways, the same conditions can neg-
atively impact other pathways through down regulation, as was demonstrated for
penicillin production in iron depleted media (Appendix A). The approach of defin-
ing the optimal cultivation conditions for the remaining silent pathways still stands
as a challenge to be faced.
Research presented in this dissertation highlights epigenetics as a powerful tool for
awaking the silent secondary metabolites genes. Modifications in the chromatin
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landscape activated several PKS and NRPS pathways. Targeting epigenetic modi-
fiers still deserves great interest for genomic engineering of P. chrysogenum for sec-
ondary metabolite formation. Also strain selection proves to be of importance; it
demands that the producing host is genetically tractable and has its entire molec-
ular system functional. So far P. chrysogenum has been engineered through CSI in-
volving indiscriminate mutagenesis. Therefore the ideal host strain for silent gene
cluster elucidation, in addition to being optimized for fermentation features, should
be a wild-type like strain that has not been previously subjected to vast mutagen-
esis. Consequently the aforementioned approaches applied in this research would
advance further breakthroughs with this envisioned type of model strains.
A successful drug discovery programme exceeds beyond sensu stricto metabolite pro-
duction, which requires distinct analytical tools for detection. For this reason we
have employed liquid chromatography coupled to the high-resolution LTQ Orbi-
trap mass spectrometer (LC-MS/MS) and various fragmentation techniques. The
here provided analytical pipeline of high resolution fragmentation tree acquisition
has allowed identification and quantification of known structures, deduct classes
based on similarities to a specific group of compounds (neutral losses, fragments
identity), and even characterize unknown chemicals not present in database (by dif-
ferentiation and quantification). There is rapid development of such platforms ob-
served with further advances in analysis (optimization of sample preparation, new
algorithms for data processing) and instrumentation (resolution, mass accuracy, ion-
ization sources, sensitivity of detectors). There is also a constant desire to lower the
threshold for detection and for more reliable technology although with the current
generation of detection methods, the greatest variations are found in the biological
duplicates.
Above all, the principle of efficient collaboration of multiple scientific expertise on
each stage during the discovery of novel bioactive natural products will be the linch-
pin of opportunities for future advancement of pharmaceutics.


